Northmont City Schools Facilities Forum 1: February 2020
SUMMARY REPORT

Over the last several years, Northmont City Schools has taken steps to actively engage stakeholders in conversations regarding
current and future facility needs. This effort has been guided by the facilities subcommittee of the district’s Strategic Council, which
is charged with addressing the third strategy of the district’s strategic plan: “We will develop and implement a plan to continue to
build, renovate, expand, and/or eliminate facilities to support the mission and vision.”
In order to continue – and expand – community engagement and help progress facilities conversations forward, the district
scheduled a series of Facilities Forums for the first half of 2020 and invited stakeholders to attend and participate. The goal of this
collaborative process is to develop a focused, shared, and feasible plan for facilities that will support the mission and vision of
Northmont City Schools and guide the district into the future.
More than 50 stakeholders participated in the first Northmont Facilities Forum on February 20, 2020. The participants included a mix
of parents, community leaders, high school students, educators, and other district residents. What follows is a summary of this first
of three planned forums.
The second and third community forums (originally scheduled for March and April 2020) have been postponed for the time
being, due to the closing of school buildings and other government health and safety restrictions and concerns regarding the
COVID-19 pandemic. Additional information will be communicated to all our stakeholder groups as it is available. The district
appreciates your continued interest and patience as we navigate this ever-changing environment together.
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The first Facilities Forum opened with an overview of the related facilities work that has been accomplished since 2015, presented
by members of the Strategy Three subcommittee.
Participants were then led through a series of individual exercises and small-group discussions that invited them to share their
thoughts on how having “the ideal facilities” would allow the district to advance its current mission and vision.

Our Vision Statement
Northmont City Schools will be a model district that provides the highest standard of excellence in education
through our vision:
-Varying opportunities for student and employee growth
-Inspiring students to be creative, self-directed, critical thinkers through innovative, differentiated instruction and
program choices
-Supporting and serving our ever-changing student culture
-Integrating parent and community partnerships throughout the district
-Ongoing development of state-of-the-art facilities
-Northmont students will be college and/or career ready
Using the Northmont City Schools Vision Statement as a framework, participants were first asked to brainstorm answers to the
following questions:
How might the ideal facilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contribute to varying opportunities for student and employee growth?
Inspire students to be creative, self-directed, critical thinkers through innovative, differentiated instruction and program
choice?
Support and serve our ever-changing culture?
Integrate parent and community partnerships throughout the district?
Allow for ongoing development of state-of-the-art facilities?
Help Northmont students be college and/or college ready?
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Each of the six questions was displayed around the room.
Participants captured their individual answers on “post-it” notes
and placed them beneath each question. Participants were
encouraged to submit as many answers to each question as they
wanted, but to record only one answer on each post-it note.
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After the brainstorming activity was completed, participants were invited to form small groups – one for each of the six questions.
Each group reviewed all of the answers/ideas submitted through the
brainstorming activity for their group’s question. They then worked
collaboratively to identify themes within the answers/ideas and to group
the post-it notes under each applicable theme.
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The following charts reflect the results of each of the six groups’ work for their applicable vision question.

How might the ideal facilities contribute to varying opportunities for student and employee growth? (7)

Facility layout
Middle-school layout that
supports content
departmentalization within a
hallway or a pod
Pods/teacher offices that
allow common planning
time, all subject areas in one
pod
Lab or experiment spaces
Open layout science rooms

Relaxed environment

Content- specific spaces
(3)
Art & music: more space (2)

Outdoor learning spaces

Space for art and music (1)

Separate students from
traffic: safety

Include space outdoors for
learning environment

Dedicated space for art,
Space for outdoor activities
music, PE, etc. for all grades
Space for games and music
A place located outside
where students can do other
work and relax
Bigger space to learn and
Outdoor learning spaces
think uses of the arts

Accessibility
(2)
State-of-the-art facilities for
special needs students (2)

Collaborative spaces
(2)
Areas for collaborative
learning (2)

Areas to support students
with a variety of needs (sp.
Ed., gifted, MD, etc.)

Spaces for collaboration for
both students and staff

Collaboration space for staff
professional development
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How might the ideal facilities inspire students to be creative, self-directed, critical thinkers through
innovative, differentiated instruction and program choices? (20)
Content-specific
learning space
(2)

Collaborative
spaces
(1)

Outdoor
learning space

Aesthetics
(2)

Flexible learning
spaces

Grade
configuration
(15)

Technology

Cost effective

Actual art studios
and music rooms
(2)

STEAM education:
white board walls
allow students to
interact &
collaborate (1)
Sharing-idea
spaces: erasable
walls and table

Gardens for
teaching

Big windows that
bring in more light
and make the
school brighter (2)

Flexible seating
allows for different
learning
environments (1)

Grade 2-5 building
Grade 6-8 building
Fits curriculum
alignment (13)

Have available
necessary
infrastructure for
iPad use

Using alternative
energy sources

Dynamic learning
environment:
classroom seating,
space to spread
out, clean spaces
Bright and inviting Using alternative
energy sources

Curricular needs
met with a 6th-8th
grade building(1)

Update
technology, space,
better use of $

Through updated
facilities,
operational cost
saving increase

Areas like the HS
learning lab in
every buildingable to be changed
frequently
Learning labs with
open
environments
Learning lab,
maker’s space
Audio lab

Science labs

Outdoor classroom -Brighter facilities
-Natural light
-Windows
-Brighter hallways

Colorful, well-lit
learning spaces

Modular desk on
tables/workspaces

Inviting library full
of current titles

Smaller breakout
rooms
Space in
classrooms to walk
around

All-district
preschool
opportunity (1)
Grades 2-5 at one
elementary school
location
Grades 5-8 at one
middle school
location
All same-grade
students together
in the same
building
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How might the ideal facilities support and serve our ever-changing student culture? (16)
Facility layout
(3)
Less need for modular classrooms (3)

Accessibility
Grade configuration
(7)
(6)
Spaces designed for students w/ special medical
Middle school, grades 6-8 (4)
needs (7)
Hallways w/ opportunities for sensory breaks built
Easy to promote the whole-child health:
Grades 2-5 at one elementary school location (1)
in: ex. Numbers on floor to be stepped on or
physical, social, and mental
things on the walls that can be
touched/manipulated
Room for presenting ideas, making professional Adequate space for travel or related service staff
All elementary in one building (1)
presentations
Student-student tutoring spaces
No steps, or include elevators
Grades 5-8 at one elementary location
Space for kid collaboration across grades
Better language opportunities
Neighborhood schools
or building strong friendships
Have strong Wi-Fi for current and future
Gender-neutral bathrooms
Multiple grade levels for modeling desired
technology
behaviors
More options for special needs
Accessible playgrounds
Flexible seating options
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How might the ideal facilities integrate parent and community partnerships throughout the district? (13)
Facility layout
(6)
Space to hold community
meetings (5)

Accessibility
(3)
Adequate & close parking
(3)

Large and small
Conference areas (1)

Located in the heart of
neighborhoods

Spaces that community
groups can use
Small/large spaces

Open meeting space for
both student use and
parent involvement
Small/large spaces

Grade configuration
Aesthetics
(4)
Buildings closer together for
Welcoming entrance
families with multiple grades
(3)
Multiple grade levels for
Building entrances that provide
building relationships with
safe and welcoming
families (1)
environment

Collaborative Spaces
Areas for volunteers

Space for parents to
continue their education
Meeting spaces for
community/civic
organizations
Conference room large
enough for community
engagement
Open meeting space for both
student use and parent
involvement
Open meeting space for both
student use and parent
involvement
Spaces available for
volunteer usage
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How might the ideal facilities help Northmont students be college and/or career ready (16)
Facility layout
(12)
Lab space with tools for hands-on learning (11)

College/HS ready
Space for more advanced class opportunities

Grade Configuration
(4)
6th grade as a part of middle school (4)

Learning labs (1)

Collegiate atmosphere

Middle school connected with high school

Rooms to assist students with one-on-one
guidance and help
Areas to collaborate & do group work

Space to partner with local businesses

New grade 2-4 building
Or even grade 2-5 building

Engineering lab with hands-on learning
Space to create and present for students
A gathering space for assemblies/speakers that
isn’t a shared gym/stage/cafeteria
Flexible learning spaces
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How might the ideal facilities allow for ongoing development of state-of-the-art facilities? (29)
Office space

Teacher workspace
(2)

Flexible learning spaces

Offices at front door, not
down the hall

Staff eating spaces that
are large enough for
engagement (1)

Offices where secretaries
feel safe

Space for teachers to
decompress (1)

Less need for modular
classrooms

Work space that allows
movement sensory
release

Expandable rooms

Technology
(12)

Collapsible walls so class Tech infrastructure that
size can be increased or
supports now & future tech
decreased
advancements (11)

Grade level classroom
pods

Technology friendly
buildings- limited tech
interruptions (1)
Rehabilitation technologies
for students with disabilities

Outdoor learning
spaces
(15)
Outdoor spaces for
recesses with safety in
mind (6)

Neighborhood school vs
central
Location which bigger kids
could walk/bike to

Outdoor spaces for
learning and play (4)

TU monitors instead of
projector- please

Outdoor spaces with
garden- hands on
learning (3)
Outdoor learning in
gardens (1)

Recycling opportunities,
rain catching garden

Outdoor labs for hands
on learning (1)
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After the six groups organized the answers/ideas into subthemes for their question, a representative from each group reported out
verbally with a summary for all forum participants. The groups then broke off
for another individual activity.

Each participant was given three “dots” and asked to prioritize the
answers/ideas from their own perspective. They were invited to place their
three dots on the three answers/ideas they felt would have the greatest
impact on advancing the vision of Northmont City Schools. The numbers in
parentheses in the above six charts indicate the total number of dots placed
on that idea.
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•
•

•

Of the six vision brainstorming questions, participants placed more dots (29) on ideas addressing “How might the ideal
facilities allow for ongoing development of state-of-the-art facilities?” than any other.
The question with the second highest number of dots (20) was for ideas addressing “How might the facilities inspire
students to be creative, self-directed, critical thinkers through innovative, differentiated instruction and program
choices?”
The specific items (answers, ideas) that received the most dots – indicating the highest prioritization – were*:
o 2-5 building, 6-8 building, Fits curriculum alignment (13)
o Tech infrastructure that supports now and future tech advancements (11)
o Lab space with tools for hands-on learning (11)
* Highlighted in above charts.

•

A number of themes** also were noticeably repeated throughout the various items and across the six questions. The
themes that received the most dots – indicating the highest prioritization – were:
o Grade configuration (29)
o Facility layout (21)
o Outdoor learning spaces (15)
o Accessibility (12)
o Technology (12)
**It is worth noting that participants offered a number of suggestions related to diversity issues in the district as well as curricular
offerings. While these comments and suggestions were not specific to facilities, they were captured and shared with district leadership
to be considered in support of related initiatives and plans.
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